DEFINITIONS of SACRED
The presentation of the following terms is for reader’s clarification in providing a mental
framework from which to better understand The Templar. Words are symbols and as with all
words and symbols, they act only as pointers meant to be transcended by the light of our own
intuition.
Sacred: That which expresses and connects with the joyous, creative, unconditioned force that
flows from the heart of God, the Creator of All. It is that which is in resonance with love and
wholeness and which underlies the fundamental reality of the world. It is the presence of essential
Love: “the soul of all things or forms; the cohering, unifying force which holds the manifested
universe together and is responsible for all relationships.”
Sacred Geometry: An examination and investigation into the inherent laws of time and space
[Duality] that are embedded in the harmony and symmetry of geometric form, number and
proportion. As the principles of time and space are embedded in the harmony and symmetry of
form, number and proportion—so are the principles that underlie consciousness. Sacred
geometry is not static and is subject to evolution, yet ever present and timeless; it has the ability
to communicate and transmit universal truths, which are inexpressible to normal consciousness.
Sacred Science: The understanding and knowledge of the Royal Principle capable of
transforming all the “kingdoms” [mineral, vegetable, animal and man]. The science of
transformation held sacred by the sages of all Great Traditions and ages. It is the wisdom which
is capable of empowering man through evolution to become whole and aware of divine Self-hood.
Sacred Architecture: The practical application of Sacred Science and Sacred Geometry to the
creation of architecture. Sacred Architecture can include the physical, social, psychological and
spiritual order of the built environment and its consonance with the energies of nature, the cosmic
co-creative universe and evolutionary progress. Sacred Architecture empowers our participation
in spiritual unfoldment and adds to the well being of the greater environment. It serves and
preserves that within culture the democratic, egalitarian and holistic.
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The inlaid, gold outlined 12-pointed star with its 3” gold center is over the Doorway of The
Templar. From point to opposite point it measures an exact
part of the Earth’s great meridian circle that passes through
the poles. The practical significance of this value is found in
the role ancient metrology plays in the number and measure of
ancient temples. One of it’s significant functions energetically
is the connecting and uniting of energetic frequencies into a
coherent beam. The 12-pointed star’s archetypal and symbolic
significance is deeply rooted in Sacred Science and
evolutionary purpose. It represents the human heart divinely
inspired to live the role of the 33 or higher master on Earth and
also represents unity, oneness and the song of the spirit.

